Pilot submissions were completed by select PIs from:

- MCDB
- Child Study
- MB&B
- Internal Medicine
Why?

To Reduce Administrative Burden:

- Elimination of duplicate entry and approvals
  - PD
  - eCommons

- Utilization of one system: eCommons

- Removal of an unnecessary administrative layer
What will change?

IRES PD
- Non-competing continuation child records in PD will not be created
- PD Routing and approval will not be required

eCommons
- PI is delegated the authority to sign and submit by OSP

OSP Process
- Review & submission of SNAP RPPRs no longer required

Faculty Process
- PI certifies compliances & submits directly in eCommons when RPPR is final

• DBO Process
  - No longer required to perform duplicate tasks in PD & eCommons
What will NOT change?

Faculty/PI:
• Prepare SNAP RPPRs in eCommons
• Follow Departmental process and procedures concerning SNAP RPPRs

Department Business Offices:
• Follow Departmental process and procedure for tracking RPPR due dates
• Provide support to Faculty in preparing and reviewing the SNAP RPPR

OSP:
• Submit PRAM if requested by NIH
• Review NOA and set up the award
Resources

NIH
• RPPR Instruction Guide
• FAQ

OSP:
• Research Performance Progress Report (RPPR) Checklist – NIH SNAP
• OSP Award Manager